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1.2

I

SPINEA

FOREWORD
LOGO HISTORY

The logo was created in 1994. The transformation member component served as the basis
when creating the company logo. This compoment or this cross transforms the planetary
motion of the trochoidal gearwheels to the
rotary motion of a pair of flanges. One arm of
the transformation member is placed in the
slots of the flange and the other is placed in
the slots of the gearwheel. The main logo has
not been altered since its creation. In 2012 a
slogan was added to the logo.
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Exceptional people and
their ideas create superior
products of the future for
our customers.

The primary company values, with innovation and creativity at the top, include motivation, entrepreneurism, teamwork, customer
satisfaction and trust. All of these are in
mutual cooperation, they support each other
and therefore create a functional entity.

We create suitable work
conditions, support
knowledge, appreciate
creativity and the will to
deliver the top-level
performance.
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Quotation: „Our patent lawyer says that a
patent is a global one when it helps employ a
lot of people, sells products around the world,
no objections were raised against it in the
patent granting procedure, and the inventor
has a lot of ill-wishers. That suspiciously
corresponds with the story of our invention.“
Bartolomej Janek

O

A

T R US

Memorable quote: „Invent, friends, because
life is short!“ Bartolomej Janek, the inventor of
the TwinSpin reduction gear

M

V
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ENTERPRISE

A

Philosophy: The main vision of SPINEA is to
achieve excellence in motion by development,
manufacture and sales of high precision reduction gears for robotic and non-robotic applications.

O
TI

We conduct our activites
with high responsibility
towards our customers,
investors, partners and
the general public.

MW RK
O

FOREWORD
COMPANY VALUES

SPINEA

T

1.3

I

SAT
We trust and respect each
other, communicate
openly and hold each
other in high regard.

ISFIED EMPL

O

E
YE

S
With mutual respect we
work one for all, and all
for the company.

We value, encourage and
fairly reward our employees
for their quality work. We
create an attractive work
environment.
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I

SPINEA

FOREWORD
COMPANY GOAL

The main vision of SPINEA is to achieve excellence in motion by development, manufacture and sales of high precision reduction gears
for robotic and non-robotic applications.
The strategic goal of SPINEA is to improve
company efficiency, with focus on human
resources, research and development of technological processes and products, sales
network expansion, innovation management
and advancement, and the improvement of
customer and supplier partnership.
The quality policy refers to our company´s
strategic goal and results from the principles
that the quality of products:
• is a decisive feature for the realization of the
strategic goal of company
• is securing the satsifaction of customer needs
and increasing of their contentment
• enables market stabilization and provides
new positions on the world market
• ensures the growth of company prosperity
and employee satisfaction
• is integrated on all company levels, used for
everyday work, and in accordance with it, each
employee has to bear personal responsibility
for the quality of results in their work.

This goal is supported not only by the company’s quality policy, but also by our corporate
identity whose the basis is our logo.
The design manual aims to unify the company’s presentation and to graphically represent
its production and marketing advancements.
SPINEA has the ambition to exemplify a
premium brand, with the used visual aspects
corresponding to this.
The basic characteristic of SPINEA’s products is
rotary motion. Slowing down, accelerating,
transforming high loads and so on. SPINEA’s
products have the potential to improve the
efficiency of the whole machine, which they
are a part of.
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
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I

SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
BRAND DEFINITION

A brand represents the name, meaning,
symbol and design, or a combination of these
aspects, which identify the products and services of a certain company, distuingishing them
from their competitors.
Brand building is the process of building company/brand awareness and establishing its
values, with the assistance of strategy and
tactics. In other words, it is the gain of a competitive advantage on the market, by using
advertising campaigns and promotional
activities, with the goal of improving customer
awareness of the brand. It represents the
value, for which customers are willing to pay.
Branding is a key interest of the company,
because it is its visual voice. The ideal condition is to have a unique company image. It
includes not only communication, but also the
attitude and behaviour of company representatives. The lack of brand building results in
chaos, customer disorientation and loss of
loyalty. Brand benefits can be rational – for
example a specific advantage or benefit which
customer will acquire- or emotional, thus the
feeling which the brand evokes. The brand
lives in the minds of the customers.

IN ORDER FOR
THE BRAND TO SURVIVE,
IT NEEDS TO BE DEFINED,
NOURISHED AND PROTECTED.

The core of the brand is a vision, inspiration. It
is the reason why the brand was created and
why it is supposed to exist.
7
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
LOGO DESCRIPTION

The logo is comprised of two parts:
The brand mark
Represents the basic functional principle of
the reduction gear.
The logo is always used with the brand mark.
The brand mark can be used on its own on
promotional items.
SPINEA’s company name
The chosen font is vertical, thicker; all of the
letters are capital.
It points out stability, reliability and the confident position of the company.

the brand mark

company name

the brand mark

8
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
LOGO DESCRIPTION

In coherent text, exclusively the company
name SPINEA is used and it is always written in
capital letters. When writing the address, the
whole name – SPINEA, s.r.o. – needs to be
used. The word SPINEA is never split.

Example of use:

Almost everything is exported
The TwinSpin reduction gears are being shipped all over
the world. More than 97% of the products are exported
to strong industries like Germany, Italy, Austria, Sweden,
Czech Republic, China, Taiwan or South Korea. SPINEA
has currently more than 15% share of the European high
precision reduction gear market and 4% globally. The
TwinSpin reduction gears are being used in industrial
automation, radar and navigation technology, camera
and monitoring systems, medical machines. They are
used, for example, in up-to-date rehabilitation systems
which help children suffering from movement disorders.
Thanks to their precision and reliability, the reduction
gears...

S P I N E A , s . r. o.
O K R A J O VÁ 3 3
080 05 PREŠOV
S LO VA K I A , E U
T: +421 51 77 00 156
E: info@spinea.com
w w w. s p i n e a . co m
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
SLOGAN

The added value to the logo is the slogan:
“Excellence in motion“.
The slogan represents and underlines the
basic trait of our products- the reduction
gears.
The slogan is always used with the logo, if
space allows it.
The slogan is used exclusively in English.
In coherent text, the slogan is used as follows:
Excellence in motion.
Myriad Pro Regular, tracking 200
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
LOGO AND SLOGAN

The slogan can’t be smaller than the whole
width of the logo. It must be aligned to the
edge of the brand mark on the left and the
letter A on the right.

Myriad Pro Regular, tracking 200

The slogan can be bigger, as represented in
the basic form (as wide as the whole logo),
only on prints bigger than the A3 size (such as
on large prints or exhibitions), or in cases,
where we need to amplify the message of the
slogan.
It is possible to use the slogan separately, thus
amplifying its importance, but it always has to
be placed below the logo (rollup, promo-wall
and the like).
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
LOGO COMPOSITION
a=14b

8b

97,4b

b
b
a=14b

3,5b

b

6b

4b
r=2,7b

4b
14b

12b

10,8b

10,8b
12b
14b
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2.6

LOGOTYPE
SAFETY AREA

The safety area is exactly defined by the
variable „a“. It is recommended to use the ideal
safety area on all prints. If the logo is placed on
the surface regardless to other logos, visuals
or pictures, it is possible to use the minimum
safety area.

1,5a

0,58a

6,95a

SPINEA

1,5a
ideal safety area
minimum safety area

1,5a
a

1,5a

Reduction of the minimum safety area is
allowed only on big surfaces, where acceptable distance from other visual aspects isn’t
possible (wall printing on exhibitions).
The depiction of the logo safety area (logo as
depicted on this page) must not be used as a
logotype!

a

I

1,5a

a

0,58a

6,95a

1,5a
ideal safety area
minimum safety area

1,5a
a

2a

2a
ideal safety area when placed in a corner
minimum safety area when placed in a corner
2a
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
LOGO SIZE

Minimum sized logo is used on the smallest
surfaces.
If the height is below 4,8 mm, the variant
without slogan is used.

45 mm

the ideal size on all
internal documents 8,8 mm

ideal small size 6 mm

min. 4,8 mm

min. 2 mm

Exceptionally, on big surfaces (flags, large
prints, exhibitons), it is possible to use the logo
vertically, adjusted by 90° to the left.
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
DISALLOWED VARIANTS

No shape, proportional, rotary or textual logo
changes, or disproportional slogan changes,
except the allowed ones, are permissible (2.3).

15
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
COLOUR VARIANTS I

The basic colouring must be adhered to as
much as possible. If the printing method or
logo reproduction don’t allow it by other techniques, these colour variants may be used. All
of the variants may be used without slogan.

Note:
The line logo is used exclusively on the technical documentation of SPINEA’s products.
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SPINEA

LOGOTYPE
COLOUR VARIANTS II

The logo is preferentially used on white surface. If there is a need to place the logo on a
coloured surface, gray colour, thus grey
graphic is preferred. The basic colouring must
be adhered to as much as possible. If the
printing method or logo reproduction don’t
allow it, these colour variants may be used. On
a differently coloured surface than the depic-ted ones, the logo is used monochromatically,
in black or white colour. All variants may also
be used without the slogan.

The logo can also be placed on a picture, but
not in a way that obscures its readability. All
variants may also be used without the slogan.

17
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I

SPINEA

2.10 LOGOTYPE
DISALLOWED COLOURING I
It is not allowed to change the colouring of
the logo.
The logo must not be placed on a surface, on
which the readability of its parts, or the whole,
is obscured.
It is possible to place a coloured logo on a
black surface, but only in the case of the use of
backlight on exhibitions.
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I

SPINEA

2.10 LOGOTYPE
DISALLOWED COLOURING II
It is not allowed to change the colouring of the
logo. The logo must not be placed on a surface, on which the readability of its parts, or the
whole, is obscured.
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I

SPINEA

3 . 0 BASIC
GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
The logo was created in
in 1994.
1994. The
The transformatransformation member component served as
as the
the basis
basis
when creating the company logo.
logo.This
This compocompoment or this cross transforms
transforms the
the planetary
planetary
motion of the trochoidal gearwheels
gearwheels to
to the
the
rotary motion of a pair of
of flanges.
flanges. One
One arm
arm of
of
the transformation member is placed
placed in
in the
the
slots of the flange and the
the other
other isis placed
placed in
in
the slots of the gearwheel. The
The main
main logo
logo has
has
not been altered since its creation.
creation. In
In 2012
2012 aa
slogan was added to the logo.
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BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
COLOURING I

The main colours are red and black.

The supplementary colours are shades of gray.

CMYK

RGB

PANTONE
coated

PANTONE
uncoated

RAL

0 0 0 100

000

Process Black C

Process Black U

9005

0 100 100 0

226 0 26

485 C

Bright Red U

3020

0 0 0 60

135 136 138

423 C

445 U

9007

0000

255 255 255

0 0 0 35

188 189 190

Cool Grey 4C

420 U

7030

0 0 0 25

207 209 210

427 C

Cool Grey 2U

7038

0 0 0 15

227 228 228

7541 C

7541 U

7047

I

SPINEA

9003
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3.1

BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
COLOURING II

The main colours of product series.

The supplementary colours are shades of gray.

CMYK

RGB

PANTONE
coated

PANTONE
uncoated

RAL

55 33 100 25

112 119 29

7491 C

7496 U

1027

10 100 100 25

172 13 25

8627 C

1797 U

3001

2 50 75 0

239 150 74

157 C

143 U

2011

70 12 11 0

60 172 206

7702 C

631 U

5015

0 40 90 30

190 133 42

7510 C

131 U

1024

0 15 90 0

255 214 36

116 C

108 U

1018

0 22 0 38

178 157 169

5215 C

5155 U

4009

75 5 100 0

68 161 43

362 C

2272 U

6018

100 90 10 0

0 56 130

2118 C

280 U

5002

0 100 0 0

226 0 122

219 C

Pink U

4010

I

SPINEA
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3.2

BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
TYPOGRAPHY I

The complex Myriad Pro font set allows depicting text outputs on the selected scale of
importance, in different languages and visual
representations.
Main headings and sub-headings are written
in capital letters. The rest of the text can be
sized gradually, with respect to its importance.
Myriad Pro Italic is used in different language
variations of catalogues, in headings also with
capital letters.

the basic language
main title Myriad Pro Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
à á ä č ď è é ë ğ ì í ï ı ň ò ó ö ŕ š ß ť ù ú ü ý ÿˇž
À Á Ä Č Ď È É Ë Ğ Ì Í Ï I Ň Ò Ó Ö Ŕ Š SS Ť Ù Ú Ü Ý ŸˇŽ
! ? , . … : ; „ “ ” ‘ ’ „ ‚ « » ‹ › ( ) [ ] _-—
¢£$€¥@©®™§&%+−=<>

subtitle Myriad Pro Regular
standard text a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
explanatory note A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
description

0123456789
à á ä č ď è é ë ğ ì í ï ı ň ò ó ö ŕ š ß ť ù ú ü ý ÿˇž
À Á Ä Č Ď È É Ë Ğ Ì Í Ï I Ň Ò Ó Ö Ŕ Š SS Ť Ù Ú Ü Ý ŸˇŽ
! ? , . … : ; „ “ ” ‘ ’„ ‚ « » ‹ › ( ) [ ] _-—
¢£$€¥@©®™§&%+−=<>

I

SPINEA

linguistic mutations
main title Myriad Pro Italic

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
0123456789
à á ä č ď è é ë ğ ì í ï ı ň ò ó ö ŕ š ß ť ù ú ü ý ÿˇž
À Á Ä Č Ď È É Ë Ğ Ì Í Ï I Ň Ò Ó Ö Ŕ Š SS Ť Ù Ú Ü Ý ŸˇŽ
! ? , . … : ; „ “ ” ‘ ’ „ ‚ « » ‹ › ( ) [ ] _-—
¢£$€¥@©®™§&%+−=<>

subtitle Myriad Pro Italic
standard text a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
explanatory note A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
description

0123456789
à á ä č ď è é ë ğ ì í ï ı ň ò ó ö ŕ š ß ť ù ú ü ý ÿˇž
À Á Ä Č Ď È É Ë Ğ Ì Í Ï I Ň Ò Ó Ö Ŕ Š SS Ť Ù Ú Ü Ý ŸˇŽ
! ? , . … : ; „ “ ” ‘ ’ „ ‚ « » ‹ › ( ) [ ] _-—
¢£$€¥@©®™§&%+−=<>

Example of use:

5. ASSEMBLY

5. MONTÁŽ

5.1 Assembly manual for T series

5.1 Montážny návod T série

To get the maximum performance from TwinSpin high precision
reduction gear, it is important to pay attention to the installation,
assembly accuracy, sealing and lubrication. Most motor adaptor
ment or your local sales representative for further assistance.

Aby sa dosiahol maximálny výkon vysoko presného reduktora Twin-Spin, je dôležité venovať pozornosť jeho inštalácii, presnosti montáže, utesneniu a mazaniu. Prispôsobenie spojenia reduktora TwinSpin pre vami vybraný motor je možné na požiadanie. Ak máte
nejaké nejasnosti, prosím kontaktujte obchodné oddelenie SPINEA
alebo svojho regionálneho zástupcu.

5.1.1 Examples of installing T series - unsealed
TwinSpin high precision reduction gears

5.1.1 Príklady inštalácie T série – neutesnené
vysoko presné reduktory

• Description of T model installations Fig. 5.1.1a,b,c,d:

• Popis inštalácie T série Obr. 5.1.1 a,b,c,d:

Fig. 5.1.1 (a, b, c, d) shows examples of possible high precision reduction gear installations, its connections and sealing methods.
In case of direct connections (case a) of the reduction gear with ...

Obr. 2.1.1 (a, b, c, d) poskytuje príklady možných inštalácií vysoko
presného reduktora, spojení a utesňovacích metód. V prípade priameho spojenia (prípad a) reduktora s hriadeľom motora musia ...
23
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3.2

I

SPINEA

BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
TYPOGRAPHY II

In the slogan, the Myriad Pro Regular font is
used, with letter spacing set to 200. This is also
used on bigger prints to indicate important
information.

Myriad Pro Regular, tracking 200

This mainly concerns the company name, mail
addresses and the company address.

HIGH PRECISION REDUCTION GEARS

EXCELLENCE IN MOTION
Myriad Pro Bold, tracking 200

HIGH PRECISION REDUCTION GEARS
w w w. s p i n e a . co m
w w w. s p i n e a . co m
w w w. Tw i n S p i n G e a r. c o m
w w w. Tw i n S p i n G e a r. c o m

On the website, in e-mail communication and
in presentations the Arial CE/Calibri Regular or
other types of fonts are used. The main enacted product captions and logos need to have
the same basic font, so they are inserted as
bitmaps.

mail Calibri Regular
web a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
11b
mail Arial CE
web a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
11b
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SPINEA

Example of use:

3.3

BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
SUPPORTING VISUAL ELEMENT

The main role of the supporting visual
element is to dynamize, energize or emphasize the feeling of movement and technological
development.
By rotating the symbol and thus simulating
movement, the visual aspect is enhanced in
both internal and external communications
means of the company.
The colouring is the same as the basic colours
of the logo.
The graphical processing of the symbol can
have different depictions depending on the
type of print. The simpler a corporate print is,
the simpler it is to design it.

25
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BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
LOGO PLACEMENT

SPINEA

2a
ideal safety area when placed in a corner
minimum safety area when placed in a corner

Logo placement is a key condition in clear
identifying company prints. The preferred
placement is in the upper right corner, while
adhering to the safety area.
During exhibitions it is possible to print the
logo elsewhere, but always in the upper
portion of the surface. On postal envelopes,
the logo must be placed in the upper left
corner.

2a
APPLICATIONS OF HIGH PRECISION REDUCTION
GEARS IN METALWORKING INDUSTRY

CNC Machining Centre

Water, Plasma,
Laser Cutting Machine

The name „TwinSpin“ designates the full integration of high-precision
reduction gear and radial-axial bearing in a compact unit.

precision reducer TwinSpin with
through and threaded holes
in the case.

Grinding Machines

Suitable solution for robotics.

科特殊减速机
牙雕机 用
开 ，小尺寸，大扭矩，高
中国区 售， SPINEA成 您的最
。

“TwinSpin”–

系 列 T S 0 6 0of，T
S where
0 7 0a big
，T
S 0 hole
80
sealing,
through
Hollow shaft-reducer with possibility

减速比：
尖峰 矩：
出端直径：
扭
度：
覆力矩：
designates

Mini version of high precision

in the shaft enables passing of cables,
35-85
减速比：
tubing or additional shafts
74-156NM
尖峰 矩：
to other axes.
63-80mm
出尺寸：
3.5-9Nm/arcmin
扭
度：
107-280
NM
覆力矩：
the
full integration
of high-precision

63 category it represents the best
36 solution
NM in the market.
55*55mm
2.5 Nm/arcmin
44 NM

The name „TWINSPIN“
Tool Changer)
reduction gear and
in a compact
unit. 系 列 T S 0 9 5
系radial-axial
列 T S 0bearing
7ATC
0 (Automatic
减速比：
中空孔径：

A standard version of the high
尖峰 矩：
precision reducer TwinSpin with
出端直径：
through and threaded holes
扭
度：
in the case.

覆力矩：

75
13 mm
100 NM
85mm
7.5 Nm/arcmin
142 NM

性。

系 列 T S 0reduction
5 0 gears TwinSpin. In its

减速比：
尖峰 矩：
出端直径：
度：
覆力矩：

95
170 NM
95mm
17 Nm/arcmin
410 NM

Suitable solution for robotics.
扭

E-mail:

A standard version of the high
Bending Machines

w w w. s p i n e a . co m

Example of use:

info@spinea.com
sales@spinea.com
+421 51 7482080

Fax:

迎关注SPINEA微信公众号

Hollow shaft-reducer with possibility
of sealing, where a big through hole
in the shaft enables passing of cables,
tubing or additional shafts
to other axes.

Mini version of high precision reduction gears
TwinSpin. In its category it represents the best
solution in the market.

真
Location of company:
Company address:
S P I N E A , s. r. o. + 4 2 1 5 1 7 4 8 2 0 8 0
Okrajová 33
080 05 Prešov
箱
S LO VA K I A , E U
info@spinea.com
Phone contacts:
sales@spinea.com
+421 51 7700156
w w w. s p i n e a . co m

w DRIVESPIN
w w. s p i n e a . co m

A new series of the high precision reduction
gears with an innovative design of the main
bearing system and the TwinSpin reduction
principle inside.

Compact actuator with
TwinSpin reduction gear
and AC servomotor.

MADE IN EU

13918992048
公司地址
SPINEA, s.r.o.
Okrajová 33
080 05 Presov
S L O V A K I A , Phone
E U contacts:
+421 51 7700156
系

info@spinea.com
sales@spinea.com

+421 51 7482080

E-mail:

Fax:

w w w. s p i n e a . co m

公司位置：

• member of international associations: EUnited, EUrobotics,
E U R O P E E U n i t e d a i s b l E T P, E T P M A N U F U T U R E - S K , E R D F, V D M A . . .
• producer of high precision reduc tion gears TwinSpin under its
new patented invention of transmision principle of cycloidal
gear reducer mechanism
• advanced manufacturer of high precision reduction gears in
the world and in its category it is the only producer in Europe

I N M AC H I N E TO O L S

• deals with the development, production and sale of high
precision reduc tion gears sold under trademar k TwinSpin
• the modern european engineering company located in city
Prešov

REFERENCES

S P I N E A , s . r. o.

SPINEA, Ltd.

3.4

I

科

O K R A J O VÁ 3 3
080 05 PREŠOV
S LO VA K I A , E U

T: +421 51 7700156
E: info@spinea.com
w w w. s p i n e a . co m
w w w. s p i n e a - te c h n o l o g i e s. co m

tel.: +421 51 7700156
fax: +421 51 7482080
e-mail: info@spinea.com
w w w. s p i n e a . co m

TwinSpin

EDITION I/2017

S P I N E A , s . r. o.
O K R A J O VÁ 3 3
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DESIGN MANUAL

3.5

I

SPINEA

BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PLACEMENT OF LOGOS I

The SPINEA logo is often placed next to the
SPINEA TECHNOLOGIES logo. The SPINEA
TECHNOLOGIES logo represents a development branch of SPINEA.
The bigger size of the SPINEA logo represents
the fact that it is the parent company which
communicates directly with the final customer. It also points out the fact, that SPINEA
produces the reduction gears developed by
SPINEA TECHNOLOGIES.
The SPINEA TECHNOLOGIES logo is always
placed left to, or under, the SPINEA logo.
Both logos are separated by a thin line in every
variant of the mutual placement.
When placing the logos together, the safety
area needs to be adhered to.
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3.5

BASIC GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PLACEMENT OF LOGOS II

1,5a

a

0,58a

6,95a

I

SPINEA

1,5a
ideal safety area
minimum safety area

The safety area is defined by the variable “a“. It
is recommended to use the ideal safety area
on all prints, especially when placing the logo
in the upper right corner.

1,5a

If the logo is placed on the surface regardless
to other logos, visuals or pictures, it is possible
to use the minimum safety area.

1,5a
line thickness 1b
black
a

The relative placement of the logos horizontally or vertically is equivalent; it is decided by
the size of the whole surface and other
available options. When placing the logos
vertically, it is important to align them to the
right.
When placing the logos horizontally, the letter
S in both of them needs to be aligned from
above. The size of the SPINEA TECHNOLOGIES
logo is the same for both variants.

1,3a

a

a

5,14a
8,52a
line thickness 1b
black
a

5,14a

a

a

a

0,58a

6,95a

1,5a
ideal safety area
minimum safety area

1,04a
3,48a

1,3a
1,13a
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I

SPINEA

4 . 0 ADDITIONAL
GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS
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4.1

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

This logo map shows the basic division of
SPINEA’s product categories and series. The
individual product categories logos are used
on their own; their size is dependent on
importance. SPINEA’s logo is always placed
first, in the upper portion of the surface. For
the purposes of presenting more product
categories/series, their logos are the same
size. If presenting only one product category/serie, only one logo is used.
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4.2

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT CATEGORIES I
8c

We distinguish the logos of these product
categories - TwinSpin, DriveSpin and RotoSpin.
The basic logo is the name of the product
category, with the first part of the word in
bold.

1,2c

3,5c

r=c
r=3,75 c

c

1,6c

The extended logo also includes a dotted
circle.

c

safaty zone

c
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4.2

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT CATEGORIES II

The colouring and font apply to all three types
of product categories logos.The colouring and
font apply to all three types of product categories logos.

Myriad Pro Bold Myriad Pro Regular

CMYK 0 0 0 100

CMYK 0 0 0 60

CMYK 0 0 0 0

The use of the logo on coloured surfaces of
individual series.
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4.3

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES I

The TwinSpin product category includes 5
series: T SERIES, E SERIES, H SERIES, M SERIES
and G SERIES.

r=4 mm
d

Myriad Pro Bold, 14b

0,43d
0,3d

The RotoSpin product category includes 3
series: A SERIES, B SERIES and C SERIES.
The DriveSpin product category includes 3
series: DS SERIES, DSH SERIES and DSM SERIES.

Myriad Pro Regular, tracking 200, 14,4b
0,43d

The individual series are distinguished by their
colour, which makes their identification easier.
These colours are also used in more specific
visual representations. They are placed independently of the logo. The coloured circle with
a letter, inspired by the circle in the company’s
logo, is also a distuingishing feature.

0,5d

0,3d
safaty zone

0,5d

Dimensions and safety area also apply to all
types of logos.
The depiction of the logo safety area (logo as
depicted on this page) must not be used as a
logotype!

safety zone
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4.4

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES II

Example of use:

The product series logos are placed individually or with a product picture. They are used
with their assigned colours, vertically or
horizontally, the rotation of the letter in the
circle does not change.
This way of use applies to all of the product
categories logos – TwinSpin, DriveSpin and
RotoSpin.

DS S E R I E S

DSH

DSM

SERIES
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN PERFORMANCE
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN PRECISION
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Eachlogo
serie
the TwinSpin
andtransformaRotoSpin
The
wasofcreated
in
in 1994.
1994. The
The
transformaproduct
categories
has an
„emotion“
tion
member
component
served
as
as the
thephoto,
basis
basis
product
photothe
andcompany
a slogan logo.
assigned.
when
creating
logo.This
This compocompoThe use
thiscross
„emotion“
photo the
is
not
mandament
orofthis
transforms
transforms
the
planetary
planetary
tory, it ofhas
nature.
motion
therecommendatory
trochoidal gearwheels
to
the
gearwheels
to The
the
sloganmotion
is only used
in the
catalogue.
rotary
of a pair
of
ofTwinSpin
flanges.
flanges. One
One
arm
arm of
of
the transformation member is placed
placed in
in the
the
slots of the flange and the
the other
other isis placed
placed in
in
the slots of the gearwheel. The
The main
main logo
logo has
has
not been altered since its creation.
creation. In
In 2012
2012 aa
slogan was added to the logo.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN POSITIONING
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN MOTION
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

PERFECTION IMPROVED
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN POSITIONING
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN POSITIONING
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each serie of the TwinSpin and RotoSpin
product categories has an „emotion“ photo,
product photo and a slogan assigned.
The use of this „emotion“ photo is not mandatory, it has recommendatory nature. The
slogan is only used in the TwinSpin catalogue.

SERIES

EXCELLENCE IN POSITIONING
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each DriveSpin product serie has a product
photography assigned.
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each DriveSpin product serie has a product
photography assigned.
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4.5

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT SERIES III

Each DriveSpin product serie has a product
photography assigned.
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4.6

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PICTOGRAMS

Applications can be represented by a pictogram. The visual is always single coloured. It
can be supplemented with a text.
Example of use:

ROBOTICS

AUTOMATION

MEDICAL

SPECIAL
APPLICATIONS

MACHINE
TOOL
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4.7

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT NEWS I

The G serie is a new part of the TwinSpin
product category. It has its own logo.
The logo can also be used without the word
NEW. All the same visual rules apply to this
variant.

16,6e
11,9e
0,88e

4e

2e

0,85e

0,85e

1,78e

2e
safaty zone

2e
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4.7

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT NEWS II

The G serie is a new part of the TwinSpin
product category. It has its own logo.

ideal small size 6 mm

In a coherent text, it is always used with capital
T, S and G letters, the word is never split.
The logo can also be used without the word
NEW. All the same visual rules apply to this
variant.

0 100 100 0

0000
min. 4,8 mm

min. 2 mm

Thanks to their revolutionary technical design and
excellent properties, the TwinSpin G reduction
gears have become products demanded by the
down to thousandths of a milimeter is required.
A new series of the high precision reduction gears
with innovative design of the main bearing system
and the TwinSpin reduction principle inside.

Note:
A product denoted with the TwinSpin G logo is
the same as the one depicted with the G
SERIES label.

=
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4.7

I

SPINEA

ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
PRODUCT NEWS III

The logo is predominantly used on white
surface. If the logo needs to be placed on a
coloured surface, gray colour or shades of it
are preferred. The basic colouring must be
preserved as much as possible. If the printing
method or logo reproduction don’t allow it,
these colour variants may be used. On a differentely coloured surface, than the ones depicted, the logo is used monochromatically, in
black or white colour. The logo cannot be
placed on a picture. It is not allowed to change
the colouring of the logo. The logo can‘t be
placed on a surface in a way that obscures its
readability, or the readability of its parts.
The logo can also be used without the word
NEW. All the same visual rules apply to this
variant.
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